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Glassy Metal–Organic-Framework-Based Quasi-Solid-State 
Electrolyte for High-Performance Lithium-Metal Batteries

Guangshen Jiang, Changzhen Qu, Fei Xu,* En Zhang, Qiongqiong Lu, Xiaoru Cai, 
Steffen Hausdorf, Hongqiang Wang,* and Stefan Kaskel*

Enhancing ionic conductivity of quasi-solid-state electrolytes (QSSEs) is 
one of the top priorities, while conventional metal–organic frameworks 
(MOFs) severely impede ion migration due to their abundant grain bounda-
ries. Herein, ZIF-4 glass, a subset of MOFs, is reported as QSSEs (LGZ) for 
lithium-metal batteries. With lean Li content (0.12 wt%) and solvent amount  
(19.4 wt%), LGZ can achieve a remarkable ion conductivity of 
1.61 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 30 °C, higher than those of crystalline ZIF-4-based 
QSSEs (LCZ, 8.21 × 10−5 S cm−1) and the reported QSSEs containing high Li 
contents (0.32–5.4 wt%) and huge plasticizer (30–70 wt%). Even at −56.6 °C,  
LGZ can still deliver a conductivity of 5.96 × 10−6 S cm−1 (vs 4.51 × 10−7 S cm−1 
for LCZ). Owing to the grain boundary-free and isotropic properties of glassy 
ZIF-4, the facilitated ion conduction enables a homogeneous ion flux, sup-
pressing Li dendrites. When paired with LiFePO4 cathode, LGZ cell demon-
strates a prominent cycling capacity of 101 mAh g−1 for 500 cycles at 1 C with 
the near-utility retention, outperforming LCZ (30.7 mAh g−1) and the explored 
MOF-/covalent–organic frameworks (COF)-based QSSEs. Hence, MOF 
glasses will be a potential platform for practical quasi-solid-state batteries in 
the future.
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1. Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have 
emerged as a type of crystalline porous 
materials (CPMs) with long-range order 
as well as the well-organized coordina-
tion bonds between target-designed metal 
ions and organic building blocks.[1] These 
distinct features empower MOFs with 
promising applications in gas adsorption/
separation,[2] drug delivery,[3] and catal-
ysis.[4] Apart from these, they are recently 
employed as prominent platforms for 
designing quasi-solid-state electrolytes 
(QSSEs) because of their electrically insu-
lating nature as well as facile processa-
bility.[5] As an intermediate between liquid 
and all-solid-state electrolytes, QSSEs usu-
ally incorporate Li salt into organic solvent, 
helping it to dissociate ion pairs and pro-
mote Li+ conduction as a plasticizer.[6] In 
principle, certain amounts of Li salt and 
solvent are required to afford sufficient 
ionic conductivity. Nevertheless, excessive 
increasing Li salt and solvent contents 

would enhance cost and reduce mechanical strength as well 
as sacrifice energy density of devices. A survey of references 
shows that the state-of-the-art crystalline porous frameworks 
such as MOF-based or covalent–organic frameworks (COF)-
based QSSEs generally contain high Li contents (0.32–5.4 wt%) 
and huge proportions of the plasticizer (30–70 wt%) to ensure 
smooth ion conduction, such as 1.38 wt% Li and 70 wt% pro-
pylene carbonate (PC) for MIT-20,[5d] and 0.72 wt% Li and 55 
wt% PC for Li+/ICOF-2.[7] We envisage that one possible reason 
for such high Li and solvent contents is that the employed 
MOFs/COFs mainly consist of polycrystals with a multitude of 
grain boundaries, which would be unfavorable for ions hopping 
among the boundaries and impede their rapid motion. Although 
single-crystal CPMs including COFs and MOFs can address the 
problem theoretically, their implementation in batteries is not 
practical as their synthesis is difficult, time-consuming, and of 
low yield.[8] Therefore, achieving high ionic conductivity CPM-
based QSSEs with low Li (<0.32 wt%) and lean solvent (<20 
wt%) remains challenging, but is highly desirable.

Currently, emerged as a new class of MOF materials, MOF 
glasses are unique in that they have no grain boundary and 
thus attract scientific interests.[9] For example, glassy MOFs 
have been demonstrated to exhibit excellent gas separation 
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properties because of eliminating grain boundary for enhancing 
sieving effect.[10] It could thus be envisioned that MOF glasses 
can afford the prospective for producing high-performance 
QSSEs, taking into account of their prominent ionic conduc-
tivity and isotropy without grain boundaries.[11] However, to 
the best of our knowledge, developing MOF glasses as QSSEs 
remains a critical yet unexplored field.

Herein, we introduce glassy ZIF-4 combined with lithium 
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) as QSSEs and 
explore their potentials in lithium-metal batteries (LMBs). Li 
salt and solvent contents were investigated, and G-ZIF-4-based 
QSSEs (denoted as LGZ) exhibit a remarkable ion conductivity 
of 1.61 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 30 °C, whereas crystalline ZIF-4-based 
QSSEs (denoted as LCZ) shows an inferior ionic conductivity 
of 8.21 × 10−5 S cm−1 under an optimized and ultralow Li 
content (0.12 wt%) and solvent amount (19.4 wt%). Impres-
sively, LGZ permits an ionic conductivity of 5.96 × 10−6 S cm−1  
at −56.6  °C while LCZ merely allows 4.51 × 10−7 S cm−1,  

elucidating the potential for low-temperature LMBs. LGZ 
shows a stable electrochemical window of 2.3–4.0  V owing 
to the outstanding stability of imidazole groups under elec-
trochemistry conditions.[12] Moreover, LGZ also displays 
an excellent dendrite suppression and interface compat-
ibility substantiated by plating/stripping tests for 500 h at  
0.05  mA cm−2 and even at a higher current density of 
0.1  mA cm−2 in contrast with LCZ. As a demonstration in 
Li|LGZ|LiFePO4 full cell, LGZ delivers a high and stable 
specific capacity of 101 mAh g−1 at 1 C for 500 cycles with 
a capacity retention of near 100%, far exceeding LCZ (i.e., 
30.7 mAh g−1). Our proposed LGZ with low Li content and 
solvent amount as QSSEs is promising for lightweight and 
high-energy-density quasi-solid-state batteries. Meanwhile, 
LGZ also shows a prominent flameproof property, which is 
intriguing toward practical applications. The vitrified MOFs 
are a promising research field and may open a new avenue to 
obtain safe and high-performance QSSEs.

Figure 1. a) Illustration of Li ions’ conduction in crystalline and glassy MOFs. b) Scheme of the preparation process for glassy ZIF-4 (inset: glassy ZIF-4 
block). c,d) Molecular structure models of c) dense crystalline ZIF-4 and d) glassy ZIF-4, respectively.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Characterizations of Glassy ZIF-4

The ionic conduction of QSSEs is one of important factors 
determining the performance of quasi-solid-state batteries. As 
depicted in Figure 1a, the polycrystalline trait in most of MOFs 
induces sluggish ions’ migration due to the blocking nature  
of the grain boundaries,[13] limiting MOFs’ access as promi-
sing QSSEs. In contrast, materials in glassy state are 
featured by grain boundary-free and isotropic characteristics,  
and thus are expected to ensure unobstructed ions’ migration. 
For instance, lithium-ion-conducting glass–ceramic (LICGC) 
Li2O–Al2O3–SiO2–P2O5–TiO2 is one of potential solid elec-
trolyte candidates with favorable Li+ conductivity exceeding  
10−4 S cm−1.[14] In view of the overwhelming merits of glassy 
materials in ionic conductivity,[15] MOF glasses are deemed to 
own promising prospect as QSSEs for LMBs.

MOF glasses are generally formed via solid–liquid transi-
tion and the subsequent fast quenching of the corresponding 
liquid MOFs.[16] As illustrated in Figure  1b, ZIF-4 glass was 
initially prepared by the reaction of Zn(Ac)2 and imidazole[17] 

to form porous crystalline ZIF-4, and then was transformed 
into dense crystalline ZIF-4 phase via desolvation,[18] followed 
by fast melt-quenching treatment. Typically, porous crystal-
line ZIF-4 is a crystalline network with connected tetrahedral 
geometry, as illustrated in Figure S1a (Supporting Informa-
tion). X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern shows the strong dif-
fraction peaks of porous crystalline ZIF-4, representing a high 
degree of crystallinity (Figure S1b, Supporting Information), in 
accordance with the characteristic powder pattern of simulated 
ZIF-4.[19] Upon the removal of dimethyl formamide (DMF) with 
dichloromethane (DCM) washing, porous crystalline ZIF-4 
then transforms into another crystal phase,[18] dense crystalline 
ZIF-4 (Figure  1c). After the final melt quenching, the original 
ordered crystal structure becomes disordered, implying dense 
crystalline ZIF-4 has evolved into glassy ZIF-4 (Figure 1d).

To further confirm the occurrence of vitrification, differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was employed to monitor 
the enthalpic responses to the phase transition processes. For 
dense crystalline ZIF-4, amorphization and crystallization to 
ZIF-zni (the densest phase of the known ZIF-4)[18,20] occur at 
307 and 488 °C, respectively, and subsequent melting at 578 °C 
in the initial upscan (Figure  2a). During the melt-quenching 

Figure 2. a) DSC upscans of dense crystalline ZIF-4. b) XRD patterns of glassy ZIF-4 and dense crystalline ZIF-4. c) IR spectra of glassy ZIF-4, dense 
crystalline ZIF-4, and imidazole. d) Optical microscopy image of glass ZIF-4 block. e,f) Photo and SEM image of glassy ZIF-4 after grinding.
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process, ZIF-zni melt is vitrified and the obtained glass exhibits 
glass transition (Tg) at 296  °C during the second upscan. The 
achieved Tg is similar to the reported values.[16a,21] The XRD 
pattern shows that dense crystalline ZIF-4 possesses intensive 
characteristic peaks,[18] suggesting high crystallinity (Figure 2b). 
After melt-quenching treatment, the sharp peaks attributed to 
dense crystalline ZIF-4 disappear, and another new four broad 
peaks emerge (Figure 2b), further illustrating the formation of 
glassy phase, i.e., glassy ZIF-4. This is in agreement with the 
reported glassy ZIF-4.[9a] And the as-obtained ZIF-4 glass turns 
into a black block and appears radiant at magnified condi-
tions (Figures 1b and 2d), in contrast to dense crystalline ZIF-4 
showing as a white powder (Figure S2a,b, Supporting Infor-
mation). After grinding, glassy ZIF-4 displays a deep brown 
color and is agglomerated into transparent and glassy particles 
(Figure  1b). The phase transformation from crystal into glass 
state involves the structural tortuosity and deformation of the 
entire crystal structure as well as local molecular motion, thus 
generating disordered structure and eliminating the crystal 
grain boundaries.[9a,16a] N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms 
reveal an open type in dense crystalline ZIF-4 with a pore 
volume of 0.169 cm3 g−1 and a low Brunauer–-Emmett–Teller 
(BET) surface area of 24.8 m2 g−1 (Figure S3a and Table S1, 
Supporting Information). Due to the structural densification 
and contraction at higher temperature, glassy ZIF-4 also bears 
open isotherms, but only a pore volume of 0.0074 cm3 g−1 and 
a low BET surface area of 3.8 m2 g−1 (Figure S3b and Table S1, 
Supporting Information), which is comparable to the value 
(2.9 m2 g−1) of ZIF-4 glass reported by Bennett’s group.[16a] 
Evidently, the BET surface area of glassy ZIF-4 is evidently 

lower than those of many previously reported MOFs and COFs, 
e.g., MIT-20 (2066 m2 g−1),[5d] HKUST-1 (1150 m2 g−1),[22] and 
ICOF-2 (1259 m2 g−1).[7]

As observed from Figure  2c, dense crystalline ZIF-4 and 
glassy ZIF-4 have similar Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), 
demonstrating that only physical transformation during the 
melt-quenching process occurs without influencing their chem-
ical structures. The stretching vibrations of CH (≈3127 cm−1), 
CC (≈1670 cm−1), CN (≈1592 cm−1), and CN (≈1315 cm−1) 
bands from imidazole building unit[23] remain in both crys-
talline and glassy ZIF-4. Moreover, the disappearance of 
NH band (≈3021 cm−1) and the emergence of ZnN stretch 
(≈423 cm−1)[24] confirm the chemical coordination between imi-
dazole and Zn(Ac)2. Slight carbonization occurs (Figure S4, 
Supporting Information), presumably due to the decomposition 
of highly active uncoordinated dangling bonds at the edges of 
ZIF-4 surface based on the high thermal stability of ZIF-4. The 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image reveals that dense 
crystalline ZIF-4 is present in irregular particles (Figure S5a, 
Supporting Information), whereas glassy ZIF-4 resembles 
blocky shape (Figure 2f). Energy dispersive spectra (EDS) map-
pings reveal that C, N, and Zn elements are uniformly distrib-
uted in dense crystalline ZIF-4 and glassy ZIF-4, respectively 
(Figures S5b–d and S6, Supporting Information).

2.2. Preparation and Ionic Conductivity of LGZ

LGZ and LCZ electrolyte films were prepared by the grinding and 
rolling process (see the Supporting Information). The thicknesses 

Figure 3. a) IR spectra and b) XRD patterns of LGZ, LCZ, and LiTFSI. c,d) Effects of c) Li content and d) PC amount on ionic resistance of LGZ and 
LCZ (inset: enlarged figure from 7.5–15 μL), respectively.
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of all QSSE films were controlled to ≈100  μm (Figure S7,  
Supporting Information). To prove the existence of LiTFSI 
in QSSE films, the absorption bands of OSO (1334 and 
1142 cm−1), CF (1196 cm−1), and SNS (1060 cm−1) assigned 
to TFSI− anions[25] are observed in FTIR spectra of both LGZ and 
LCZ (Figure 3a). On the other hand, the intense characteristic 
diffraction peaks attributed to LiTFSI emerge in both two films, 
further confirming the formation of QSSEs (Figure  3b). Ion 
conductivity was investigated by electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) in ss|QSSEs|ss (ss: stainless steel) configu-
ration. Li+ conductivity is closely related to Li salt and solvent 
contents in the QSSEs. In order to maximize the utilization of 
the loaded Li element, Li loading in LGZ was first optimized. 
By increasing the Li content, the ionic resistances of LCZ and 
LGZ decrease with the fixed PC volume of 6 μL at 30 °C, as is 
revealed in Figure 3c. Although the ionic resistance of electro-
lytes decreases as the concentration of carrier ions increases, 
the incremental dosage of expensive Li salt undeniably raises 
the fabrication cost of quasi-solid-state batteries. Particularly, the 
resistance of ion migration for LGZ is always markedly lower 
than that of LCZ under the same Li loading. Under a low Li 
content of 0.12 wt%, the resistance value of LCZ (i.e., 69.7  Ω) 
is almost 2.5 times higher compared with LGZ (i.e., 28.9  Ω), 
which would make a difference regarding to the electrochem-
ical performance of QSSEs. On the other hand, solvents such 
as PC are often employed to dissolve Li salt for loading-type 
QSSEs,[22,26] and the effect of PC amount on ionic resistance 
was also studied as well with a fixed Li content of 0.12 wt%. As 
the PC amount increases from 3.6 to 7.5  μL, the resistance of 
LCZ is significantly reduced, as revealed in Figure  3d and in 
Figure S8 (Supporting Information). Instead, only a slight incre-
ment occurs for LGZ from 3.6 to 6 μL and a dramatical decrease 
at 7.5 μL. When the employed volume of PC is ≥10 μL, LCZ has 
lower resistances probably due to the porous structure of dense 
crystalline ZIF-4 (total pore volume = 0.0143 cm3) filled with 
PC, which facilitates ion migration in contrast with LGZ (inset 
of Figure 3d). Based on the investigations above, an optimized 
Li loading (0.12 wt%) and a PC volume (6 μL) are selected for 
the subsequent studies, and LGZ and LCZ are used as the as-
obtained QSSEs by utilizing glassy ZIF-4 and dense crystalline 
ZIF-4 matrices, respectively, unless otherwise stated.

The EIS performances under varying temperatures were also 
investigated. For all Nyquist plots from 30 to 80 °C, the absence 
of the semicircle and only linear part in the whole tested fre-
quency range were observed. And the resistance of LGZ is lower 
than those of LCZ, indicating the faster ionic conduction of 
LGZ as QSSEs, as shown in Figure 4a and in Figure S9a (Sup-
porting Information). The temperature-dependent ionic con-

ductivity relationships ( σ = − +log
2.303

1aE

R T
C, where σ: ionic  

conductivity (S cm−1); Ea: activation energy (eV); R: molar gas 
constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1); T: thermodynamic temperature 
(K); and C: constant) of LGZ and LCZ are plotted in Figure 4b 
and in Figure S9b (Supporting Information). For LGZ, the cal-
culated ion conductivities are calculated to be 1.61 × 10−4 and 
5.26 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 30  and 80 °C,  respectively, whereas LCZ 
has ion conductivities of only 8.21 × 10−5 and 1.59 × 10−4 S cm−1 
under the same conditions correspondingly. These achieved 
values are also higher than those of previously reported CPMs 
such as MOF-/COF-based QSSEs with higher Li content and 

more solvent/plasticizer, e.g., Im–COF–TFSI@Li (2.92 × 
10−5 S cm−1)[27] and polyethylene glycol/Li+/ethidium bromide–
COF–ClO4 (2.60 × 10−5 S cm−1).[28] As observed from Table S2 
(Supporting Information), Li contents of many MOF-/COF-
based QSSEs are in the range of 0.32–5.4 wt%, and the solvent/
plasticizer amount generally occupies at least 30 wt%, even 70 
wt% of the whole weight of QSSEs. However, LGZ with the 
addition of 6 μL PC corresponds to the PC content of 19.4 wt%, 
as determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure 
S10, Supporting Information). Obviously, such MOF-based 
QSSEs with low Li content and lean solvent but superior ionic 
conductivity have rarely been reported. To investigate the elec-
trochemical stability, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measure-
ments were conducted. The stable electrochemical windows are 
located between 2.3 and 4.0 V for these two QSSEs (Figure 4c; 
Figure S11, Supporting Information) for that there is no observ-
able current response to electrolyte decomposition on account of 
the electrochemical stability of imidazolate.[26a]

2.3. Insight into the Mechanism of Enhanced Conductivity in LGZ

To clarify the mechanism for the superior conductivity of LGZ, 
it is essential to figure out the ion conduction behavior in ZIF-
4-based QSSEs. As an important parameter for evaluating ion 
migration capability, Li+ transference number (TN) was meas-
ured by the modified Bruce–Vincent–Evans (BVE) method.[29] 
LGZ has a Li+ TN of 0.885, while a lower TN of 0.512 is obtained 
for LCZ (Figure  4d,e), suggesting that LGZ has a better ion 
migration capability and lower polarization. Moreover, EIS 
curves of the two QSSEs both still show a semicircle with an 
inclined plot at −56.6 °C (Figure S12, Supporting Information). 
The corresponding ionic conductivity of LGZ is 5.96 × 10−6 S cm−1  
and also higher than that of LCZ (i.e., 4.51 × 10−7 S cm−1). These 
results illustrate that LGZ can still deliver splendid ionic con-
ductivity at low temperature.

To further probe the ionic conduction mechanism, the sym-
metric cell with a commercial polypropene (PP) separator (Cel-
gard 2400) and 6 μL of 2.9 mol L−1 LiTFSI/PC liquid electrolyte 
(corresponding to 0.12 wt% Li in QSSEs with the addition of 6 μL 
PC) was also examined. In this case, the ion migration occurs 
only along the pore surface separator. We found that the Nyquist 
plot of the PP separator contains a semicircle at high frequency 
and a straight line at low frequency. Its ionic resistance reaches 
up to ≈2.5 × 104 Ω (Figure S13, Supporting Information) and its 
corresponding ionic conductivity is 2.04 × 10−7 S cm−1 at 30 °C, 
which is much lower than that of LGZ. Furthermore, this cell 
displays a disordered EIS curve (Figure S14, Supporting Infor-
mation) at −56.6 °C,  implying that ion motion cannot proceed 
through the surface of the PP separator owing to the freezing 
of the liquid electrolyte (the melting point of PC is −48.8 °C) 
despite the freezing-point-depression phenomenon with the 
addition of LiTFSI (Figure S15, Supporting Information).

These results indicate that the ion motion in LGZ is different 
from the conventional PP separator, where solvated ions move 
on the surface. This means that the ion conduction in LGZ 
has another pattern apart from the surface form. The previous 
studies validated that N species in imidazole groups can interact 
with Li+ via weak electrostatic force,[26a,30] regulate Li+ flux,[31] and 
promote Li+ conduction.[26a,31] In addition, glassy materials can 
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afford the isotropic pathway with reduced impedance for ions’ 
transfer.[15] Thus, there is a wealth of opportunities that Li+ could 
conduct throughout the glassy MOF without the limitation of 
grain boundaries found in crystalline ZIF-4. We speculate that 
Li+ could not only conduct on the surface but also inside of ZIF-4 
glass along the imidazole frameworks. More in-depth and sys-
tematic investigation is ongoing to elucidate the Li-ion conduc-
tion mechanism, which will be covered in our upcoming papers.

2.4. Symmetric and Full Cell Characterizations

Li dendrites are generated by inhomogeneous local electric and 
ionic fields stemming from the differences between diffusion 

rate and deposition rate of Li+.[32] Fortunately, grain boundary-
free and isotropy properties render LGZ with fast Li+ flux and 
uniform distribution, ensuring uniform Li deposition and thus 
avoiding the formation of Li dendrite.[13,33] Therefore, we verified 
the advantages of LGZ for Li dendrite suppression in sym-
metric cells as follows. Figure 4f describes the time-dependent 
voltage variations of glassy and crystalline QSSEs under step-
wise varying current densities. LGZ bears lower polarization 
voltages of ±23.6,  ±35.3, ±41.5,  and ±66.3  mV  at 0.05, 0.08, 
0.1, and 0.2  mA cm−2 compared with LCZ. When the current 
density resumes to 0.05  mA cm−2, a low polarization voltage 
reappears and even decreases to ±19.5  mV.  Long-term cycling 
tests of Li plating/stripping for both two QSSEs are depicted in 
Figure 4g. In the initial 100 h, LGZ only exhibits a polarization 

Figure 4. a) Nyquist plots for LGZ from 30 to 80 °C (inset: enlarged Nyquist plots of LGZ film). b) Temperature-dependent conductivity plot of LGZ. 
c) LSV of the Li|LGZ|ss cell (inset: LGZ film). d,e) Current–time curves of d) Li|LGZ|Li and e) Li|LCZ|Li symmetric cells at 10 mV of polarization (inset: 
EIS at initial and steady states). f) Rate performance and g) cycling stability of Li plating/stripping for Li|LGZ|Li and Li|LCZ|Li symmetric cells. h,i) SEM 
images of Li anodes for h) LGZ (after 500 h) and i) LCZ (after 217 h) for plating/stripping tests after cycling stability tests, respectively.
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voltage of ±21.4 mV at 0.05 mA cm−2, obviously lower than that 
of LCZ (i.e., ±69.0 mV). Upon increasing to 0.1 mA cm−2, the 
voltage–time curve remains stable with a polarization voltage 
of ±35.0 mV for another 400 h, whereas LCZ shows a growing 
voltage fluctuation exceeding ±168.3  mV,  and a short circuit 
indicates cell failure after 217 h. SEM images show that Li metal 
anode has a smooth surface in Li|LGZ|Li cell, while the counter-
part is rather rough in Li|LCZ|Li cell, as exhibited in Figure 4h,i 
and in Figure S16 (Supporting Information). These results 
demonstrate that LGZ possesses superior compatibility with Li 
metal and excellent dendritic suppression in contrast with LCZ.

As a proof-of-the-concept demonstration of our proposed 
QSSEs, full cells, LiFePO4|LGZ|Li, were assembled to inves-
tigate their practicability for LMBs. In full cells, EIS was first 
tested at various PC volumes and LiFePO4|LGZ|Li with 6 μL has 
the smallest charge-transfer resistance in agreement with the 
situation of ss|QSSEs|ss configuration (Figure S17, Supporting 
Information). Rate performance was conducted for assessing 
fast-charging property.[34] For these two types of QSSEs, the 

fast-charging property is mainly influenced by ion conductivity 
in view of the same chemical composition. As illustrated in 
Figure 5a, LGZ displays specific capacities of 124.3, 115.1, 103.5, 
90.4, 80.6, and 73.5 mAh g−1 at stepwise current densities of 0.2, 
0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 C (1 C = 170 mA g−1). Even at 5 C, a capacity of 
64.7 mAh g−1 can still be achieved, corroborating splendid fast-
charging capability. It is worth noting that the capacity basically 
recovers to the original level when current density switched 
back to 0.2 C, illustrating the outstanding structural stability 
of LGZ. Impressively, LGZ still exhibits clear charge/discharge 
plateaus at 5 C (Figure  5b). In contrast, LCZ delivers lower 
capacities at corresponding current densities, and especially 
at 4 and 5 C, the capacities are merely 1.8 and 1.5 mAh g−1,  
respectively. It could be inferred that high ion conductivity and 
high TN of LGZ generated an exceptional rate performance. 
The long-period cycling performance is revealed in Figure  5c. 
Strikingly, LGZ displays an initial capacity of 101.2 mAh g−1 
and maintains a steady and high capacity of 101.4 mAh g−1 at 
1 C after 500 cycles with a capacity retention of near 100%. 

Figure 5. a) Rate performance and c) cycling stability of LiFePO4|LGZ|Li and LiFePO4|LCZ|Li full cells. b,d) Charge/discharge profiles of LiFePO4|LGZ|Li 
full cells at various current densities and 1 C, respectively. e,f) Combustion behaviors of e) LGZ SSEs film and f) PP separator, respectively.
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In a stark contrast, an initial low capacity of 47.2 mAh g−1 is 
delivered for LCZ, although the capacity undergoes an increase 
of 52.8 mAh g−1 and then gradually decays to 30.7 mAh g−1 after 
280 cycles. Galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles overlap well 
(Figure 5d), also indicating that LGZ film owns excellent elec-
trochemical stability. The electrochemical performance of LGZ 
also outperforms the previously explored MOF-/COF-based 
QSSEs, e.g., LiClO4@HKUST-1,[22] Li+/exchanged MOF-688[26b] 
(Table S2, Supporting Information) and dCOF-ImTFSI-60.[25b] 
In general, we only loaded the Li content of 0.12 wt% into ZIF-4 
glass with the employed PC amount of 6  μL (19.4 wt% occu-
pying the total LGZ) to realize remarkable electrochemical per-
formance, which is tentatively ascribed to the features of ZIF-4 
glass including isotropic properties and the inexistence of grain 
boundary. Undoubtedly, the design of this novel electrolyte also 
has fast-charging capability, and reduces the fabrication cost 
and enhances the energy density of quasi-solid-state batteries. 
Safety concerns remain one of the mostly worrying issues for 
the implementation of LMBs. As shown in Figure  5e,f, once 
the ignited LGZ membrane is moved away from the fire, the 
ignition point quickly extinguishes and no subsequent combus-
tion occurs, while the PP separator fiercely burns with a bright 
flame, clearly illuminating the prominent flameproof function 
of LGZ. The outstanding fireproof property of LGZ is beneficial 
to boost the security of LMBs.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we demonstrated the prominent performance of 
MOF glass as QSSEs’ matrix for LMBs. The transformation of 
crystalline ZIF-4 into a glass reduces grain boundaries via the melt-
quenching process, leading to isotropic pathways for ion migration 
compared with dense crystalline ZIF-4. The rate performance and 
long-run cyclability of plating/stripping tests corroborate the out-
standing compatibility with Li anodes and suppression of Li den-
drites for glassy ZIF-4. Impressively, LGZ, only containing 0.12 wt%  
Li content and a little PC (19.4 wt%), delivers an exceptional rate 
performance, superior long-life cycling stability, and high specific 
capacity, far exceeding LCZ and the majority of reported MOF-/
COF-based QSSEs. And LGZ also possesses a low-temperature 
ionic conductivity and a prominent fireproof property. Our finding 
demonstrated that MOF glasses to have a bright future as QSSEs 
for achieving high-performance quasi-solid-state batteries.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental procedures can be found in the Supporting Information.
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